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Please provide any other information ?

5 grade teacher Mrs. Brocwell not a good teacher

All of the teachers in the Lab have helped me a lot!!

amy and mr cap are the best

At number 12 I said monthly because I live in grove city and the lab I have to go to is Delaware and it is still 2 

hours away.

Goal has been the best school I have ever attended!

goal helped me get out of my shell

Goal is a very good school and the staff is nice and i feel like i can graduate without being held back

Goal is the best school in the world.

Goal school is better than any regular school i been to

Great School

i am at horseshows a lot thats why my work is sometimes late.

I am not quite sure what else to really say

I attend school in person for orientation and state testing (because I live 25 miles away)

I do go to the labs for testing :)

i dont like this school.

I enjoy Goal Academy. I use to go there a lot in my first two years. I like my teachers.

I enjoy the meetings with Mrs. Deb

I feel like I could use some extra help with concentrating because I find it hard to do so and I can't really get work 

done It happens no matter what I do.

I go into the lab sometimes, but when I am in the lab the teachers and staff are very nice and help students if 

they need help and they make it fun!

I hate school

I have actually recommended my school to my friend and she joined!

I have alot to be thankful for since i have been going to goal it has been a great experience

I have an IEP and this school is the best.

I have got many people to join Goal. I love all the staff! This is the best school ever!

I just enrolled

I like how you can go to the school or just do it at home.

I like it here

i like my school

i like the staff members

i like this school

I like this school even though I havent been at this school for long I think this school will help me pass this year.

I like this school much better than my last school

I love goal

I love GOAL

I love goal digital academy and I try to get good grades. 

I love Goal.

I love going to this school.

I love how supportive and caring the school staff is. I struggle with social anxiety really bad so being with goal 

helps me feel a lot better and helps me focus more on my work.

I love learning at this school because of how organized it is and how helpful the teachers are.

I love that I can be very flexible with my schedule work and work a job
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I love this school because before I joined it I wanted to just drop out. Then I worked my way up to just wanting 

to graduate. And now I'm going to be graduating a whole year early because the staff took a chance and allowed 

me to pick up extra classes, and after I graduate early I'll be going to college. I wouldn't have been able to do this 

if it wasn't for Goal so I'm forever grateful.

I love this school because it allows me to be flexible and work around my work schdule

i love this school, it helps me focus on school and not other things going on

I meet with my teacher once a week, it didn't give that option

I really feel successful at this school, and I will continue after I go to a foster home... My grades have never been 

this good!!

I really like my school!!

I really like my school. And if your someone who gets nervous at in person school I think you should come to this 

school.

i really like this school 

i really like this school most of the work is perfect and easy for me i just have a hard time getting on i get on still, 

i just need math help.

I really love Goal Digital Academy, and I feel that I'm going to have good grades at the end of the year!!

I seem to get lost with everything that is going on. The interaction is not user friendly for me.

I strughle with scoail anxiety really bad so while i'm out of in person school and trying to learn to cope and get 

through therapy goal is a really good school for me to work with, they care about you and as well provide going 

into actual school if wanted/needed and provide much more help.

i suk at math and speling

I think goal is the best school in the world.

I think the school is good.

I think this school is a great alternative for students who struggle in school and who like to travel a lot. If anyone 

would have told me about this school before 8th grade, I would have been at goal for a longer time than I have 

now.

If you are hands on with learning I don't think GOAL would be a good fit unless you go to the lab (that's just my 

personal opinion) 

im not sure what to sure

it is a very good school the teachers are very kind and flexible

it is cool

It's a good place with nice people.

It's a good school

its good if you need sonwhere quiet to do your work

It's Okay I just don't care either war really.

I've already recommended GOAL to multiple of my friends in Ohio who want to move schools, and GOAL is the 

best school I could ever imagine. It suits every single need I have and I'm absolute that I'll succeed with GOAL. I 

wouldn't want to be anywhere else.

josh just goes to online school at home instead of in person.

Just having a hard time this year.

my full name is timothy Allen Perry and i go by tim 

people will also find the assignments easier than other schools 

school aint bad so far

separate the kids that are being bullied form they people that are bulling them  

so much school work to do all at once its overwelming and causing me to fail and when i finish all my schoolwork 

before my 26 hours for the week idk what im post to do

Some classes and/or teachers hand out way too much and/or hard schoolwork.
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staff are too hands on. staff are VERY politically biased.

still need help in math

teachers are very politically biased.

the school is really a school fort people like me with disabiltys

the teachers are absolutely amazing here i would recommend goal to everyone 

the work is confusing and i dont understand some of it 

Theres nothing else I can say.

This is the first school where I feel valued as a student and passionate about being successful with the support of 

every teacher. I always praise the school to other people because it provides a positive learning experience.

This school is amazing and these people (teachers and ect) feel like family of how much they care about me.

This school is very amazing, I've been going here for a few years and it has been one of the best online schools I 

have ever come across. It meets with my requirements and as someone who learns really slow, the teachers are 

very patient and understanding!

this work pretty hard

thumbs up

To the last question i have told my friends sister and now she goes to the same school as me

zoom meetings couple times a week, in person generally on Monday at lab.


